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Abstract
With the rapid advance of communication technologies and the free-flow of
information, the concept of collaboration extends beyond physical locations
and time zones in the form of virtual teams that are globally connected. This
study considers how modern Web 2.0 based collaborative technologies
(wikis) relate knowledge creation and utilization in student groups and aims
to find out if these collaborative technologies are better suited to tasks
requiring extensive asynchronous collaboration in an educational setting. To
perform controlled experiments a sample of student teams that have worked
in technologically and demographically diverse groups was selected, from
which we had 49 experimental and 48 control teams with 193 and 192
participants respectively. We found that wiki technologies do not suit all
kinds of tasks and do not always increase knowledge creation, knowledge
maintenance, problem solving and thus knowledge utilization in team
collaboration.
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1. Introduction
The current pace of technological development is forcing higher education teachers and
trainers to keep up with the latest IT innovations in order to transform the static learning
process into a dynamic cognitive process. Collaborative learning enables users to capitalize
on each other’s resources, skills and ideas in an environment where participants are
engaged in a common task and goal with every individual dependent on and accountable to
the others. The field of this collaboration can be effectively supported with innovative
technology.
It is presently unclear how these technologies influence learning and problem-solving
processes as studies often investigate the problem unilaterally with a focus on certain kinds
of tasks and technologies and usually inadequately from a methodological and statistical
point of view. This research is intended to overcome these deficiencies with an extended
experiment based on an original concept of (Shu & Chuang, 2011, 2012) and rigorous
statistical methodology. The experiment separates tasks and technologies and measures
their respective fit and the evolution of productivity and decision quality during the solving
of case studies under controlled conditions. The paper seeks to illuminate the relationship
between different types of tasks and technologies from several aspects.

2. Recent Trends in Web-Based Team Collaboration
Recently, internet is returning to its origins as a read/write tool and entering a new, social
phase as a participatory tool. This second wave has led Darcy DiNucci to create the term
Web 2.0 (or web2) for those Web sites that allow users to interact and collaborate with each
other in a social media dialogue as creators of user-generated content in a virtual
community.
Web 2.0 technologies enable remarkable interactivity and create many new collaboration
models such as Wikipedia or InnoCentive. What encourages us is not only its popularity but
its idiosyncrasy; simple and parallel editing, version control, and real-time updates (Trkman
& Trkman, 2009), in contrast to the ‘bottleneck effect’ referred to by Bean & Hott (2005),
where updates are delayed through a centrally managed entry. Created by Ward
Cunningham in 1995, wikis are web-based hypertext applications intended for collaborative
writing. In addition to writing and viewing their own pages in real time, people who use a
wiki can see pages others have published and hyper-textually link to them without having
to wait for an editor to assemble the various components developed individually on
multiple PCs. During the writing process, content can be displayed immediately to other
team members, who can immediately add their own contributions and see others’ revisions
without having to wait for an editor to assemble the various elements from people working
on other PCs (Lin, Chuang, & Shu, 2012). McAfee argued that “the technologists of
Enterprise 2.0 (e.g. wikis) are trying hard not to impose on users any preconceived notions
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about how work should proceed or how output should be categorized or structured. Instead,
they are building tools that let these aspects of knowledge work emerge” (McAfee, 2006).
Wikis have evolved as a tool capable of matching these various characteristics (Lin et al.,
2012). Instead of serving as a control centre, a wiki serves as a collaboration and creation
platform and a central repository. This makes asynchronous cooperation across time zones
possible. Beyond the alleviation of physical constraints, the potential for greater
collaboration is further augmented by the usage of wikis in the following three ways: Wiki
provides an equal opportunity for all opinions to be heard. As Bean & Hott (2005)
commented, rather than the back-and-forth exchanges of e-mail attachments or discussion
boards, wiki allows direct exchanges of opinions centrally and stored permanently,
enhancing the efficiency of the organisation through the increased teamwork efficiency as
recent studies show (Hadjerrouit, 2014; Li, 2013; Wang, Zou, Wang, & Xing, 2013).
However, these studies omit many aspects of wiki collaboration and are lacking
methodologically.
Secondly, unlike blogs or micro-blogs available today, wiki usage allows two-way
communication, which makes it a dynamic process closely resembling real life
communication as referred to by Zhang, Fang, Wei, & He (2013). Mattison (2003) pointed
out that when compared to blogs, most wikis provide forums where authors can discuss and
resolve conflicting opinions through seeing others’ postings and offer their own thoughts.
Lastly, the entire methodology is built on trust, which means all entries are assumed to be
genuine and correct and filters are established only when necessary. The assumed trust and
the way a wiki encourages continuous enhancement of data, in turn harnesses the power of
diverse individuals to create collaborative works globally (Shu & Chuang, 2012).

3. Research methodology and model framework
During the entire research process the methodology presented in Lin et al. (2012), Shu &
Lee (2003), and Shu & Chuang (2012) were followed. This methodology is based on the
separation of collaborative tasks into intellectual type and preference type tasks on the one
hand, and the separation of collaborative technologies to traditional (face-to-face meetings)
and wiki Web 2.0 based technologies on the other. The aim is to measure the fit of the two
dimensions (tasks and technologies) and team performance (see figure 1).Zigurs &
Buckland (1998) have shown that groups adopting a group support system are more
motivated to express their ideas than groups that do not. Additionally, systems that support
parallel editing and allow multiple participants to instantly share and express their opinions,
ideas, and information could be far more efficient than conventional systems in which
editing and expression are sequential (Berndt, 1992). In this paper we put forward
hypotheses concerning the effect of systems (wiki technologies) on knowledge utilization in
teamwork.
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Our research model is based on a causal path model as it is in figure 1.

Figure 1. Casual path model of knowledge utilization in teamwork.

All paths are statistically significant as it is shown in discussion. The model consists of
three main process of measured variables: knowledge creation, maintenance and problem
solving. Each process has variables which have been measured before and after the
experiments on a 5-point Likert scale. In the path model linear regressions were performed
by enter method, standardized betas were calculated to ensure direct comparison.
3.1. Experiment design and procedure
The research took place at Budapest Business School, Faculty of Finance and Accountancy
with part-time master students of the Finance and the Accounting Programmes between
2012 and 2014 (one experiment per year). A demographic survey was carried out among
participants prior to the experiment to detect their attitudes and habits regarding teamwork
and wiki usage. The frequency of using wiki platforms (social sites, cloud computing
devices, and on-line collaboration tools) was measured for each participant and
dichotomous variables were defined as a means of classifying them as wiki users or not.
Teamwork habits were also measured with questions about how often and how many times
participants work in teams. Dichotomous variables were also defined to classify whether
they are team players or not. With this information teams of four people were formed with
special regard to their demographic features (general attitude to IT and Web 2.0 tools) – as
detailed in table 1.
According to these two dimensions 385 participants were divided into 97 teams with four
members (3 groups had only 3 members) and it was ensured – according to demographic
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variables – that at least two of them were unfamiliar with each other or any other member
of the team. In table 2 the distribution and number of teams in each category (and number
of participants) is shown according to the year of experiment. The numbers in table 1 are
the number of teams, and number is brackets are the number of team members.
Following this, the pre-experiment surveys were implemented, testing the attitudes towards
collaboration of the teams for several attributes (general aspects of task/technology fit,
decision quality, and productivity in teamwork).
Before experiments all teams were divided randomly into two (each segment defined by the
two dimensions of familiarity with wiki tools and teamwork in table 1): 48 experimental
teams with 190 (49.4%) participants (including 2 deficient groups) and 49 control teams
with 195 (50.6%) participants (including 1 deficient group).
Table 1:

wiki
user

no
yes
misc

Total

2012
8 (32)
4 (16)
0 (0)
12 (48)

Construction of the participant teams (team matrix)

no
2013
2014
4 (16)
0 (0)
7 (28)
0 (0)
1 (4)
0 (0)
12 (48)
0 (0)
24 (96)

Team workers
yes
2012
2013
2014
10 (39)
4 (16) 1 (4)
12 (48) 23 (92) 2 (8)
0 (0)
1 (4) 0 (0)
22 (87) 28 (112) 3 (12)
53 (211)

2012
3 (12)
3 (12)
3 (12)
9 (36)

Total
misc
Total
2013 2014
2012
2013
2014
2 (8) 0 (0) 21 (83) 10 (40) 1 (4) 32 (127)
4 (16) 0 (0) 19 (76) 34 (136) 2 (8) 55 (220)
2 (8) 3 (10)
3 (12)
4 (16) 3 (10) 10 (38)
8 (32) 3 (10) 43 (171) 48 (192) 6 (22) 97 (385)
20 (78)
97 (385)

For the experimental teams a 60-minute training course on “Modern Web 2.0 based
applications for on-line teamwork and mass collaboration” was held and some specific
freeware applications (Skype, Dropbox, Google Drive, etc.) were demonstrated as Wang et
al. (2013) suggest in their study. The intention was to promote commitment to solving their
team tasks with these tools on-line without face-to-face communication. Control groups had
no information about the research; those teams just received one of the experiment case
studies to solve. The first sampling issue in the research was a pre-experiment survey about
team members’ attitude to teamwork. We measured many performance factors (see:
Heidrich, Kasa, Shu, & Chandler, 2015), however in this paper we focus only on
knowledge utilization.
All the experiment’s participants had to solve case studies with preference and intellectual
tasks. After the experiments were finished and all the groups have completed their tasks a
post-experiment survey was conducted with the same variables as the pre-experiment test.
In this sense pre- and post-experiment results can be compared, such as control and
experiment group results, or more specifically preference and intellectual tasks, or wiki and
face-to-face groups also.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Pre- and post-experiment results
The significances in path model did not changed much after the experiment, however some
remarkable changes in standardized betas have been occurred. In knowledge creation
process, after the experiments knowledge share within the team and the development of
knowledge availability is much more supported by information transfer. That means that
after the experiment participants thought that after information is transformed into the team,
it is much easier to share it, and make it available. After organizing knowledge, it became
easier to transfer it in the team, however replacing outdated knowledge did not support
better the absorption of knowledge. But this absorption contributed better problem solving.
Learning from mistakes much more supported the efficiency of teamwork with knowledge
and lead to knowledge update which forced better knowledge utilization in teamwork.
These positive changes through the experiment have paired with some weakening in three
relationships: share of knowledge outside the team did not supported better sharing within
the team; access to knowledge did not grant better integration of knowledge; replace
outdated knowledge did not support better absorption of knowledge. These changes can be
seen in details in table 2 below, with all regression betas, their significance level, the
determinant coefficients (R) and its significance level. All sub-models are significant.
Table 2. Path model weights in pre vs. post experiment and control vs. experiment groups.
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In order to highlight the difference between actual control and experiment groups’ results
we calculated Δβ.
Control (face-to-face technologies) and experimental (wiki technologies) group statistics
were also compared and too great differences were not experienced. Knowledge share was
much more supported by information transfer in experimental groups, and it led to better
development of knowledge availability. However, control groups over performed
knowledge utilization by problem solving (they had stronger causal relationship) and they
can build the availability of knowledge through information transfer better. In every other
relationship the differences between standardized betas are not significant.
4.2. Control and experiment group results for intellectual and preference tasks
For intellectual tasks experiment groups had much better results after the experiment than
the control groups. Almost every relationship has become stronger in knowledge creation
and maintenance processes as it is shown in table 3.
Table 3. Path model weights for intellectual and preference tasks.

For preference type tasks this improvement cannot be significantly separated between
experimental and control groups. However, some relationships were also over performed by
wiki users: knowledge organization – knowledge transfer – outdated knowledge
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replacement and knowledge absorption – problem solving. Nevertheless, better problemsolving does not support better knowledge utilization for preference tasks.
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